Abstract-This paper develops a path plan for suture needles used with solid tissue volumes in endoscopic surgery. The path trajectory is based on the best practices that are used by surgeons. The path attempts to minimize the interaction forces between the tissue and the needle. Using surgical guides as a basis, two different techniques for driving a suture needle are developed. The two techniques are compared in hardware experiments by robotically driving the suture needle using both of the motion plans.
I. INTRODUCTION
Even with the help of robotic surgical systems, suturing is a challenging and time consuming task during Minimally Invasive Surgery (MIS). Automating the suturing task may reduce both the time and difficulty of completing a suture. Pre-planning the autonomous motion, when combined with force feedback, would allow the robot to minimize any tissue trauma that might occur during suturing. Well established manual suture techniques lay the foundation for robotic suturing. In order to complete an independent surgical suture, several components must be preplanned. First, the needle must enter and exit the tissue in the proper locations and orientations. Secondly, the needle path must not put any unnecessary stress on the tissue. Finally, the needle must be able to react to any unforeseen obstacles that might impede the needle's path.
In an earlier study, Nageotte et al. [9] presents a path planning method for a laparoscopic suture needle through tissue membranes using a limited degree of freedom laparoscopic instrument. This is different than suturing a solid block of tissue together. When the needle is penetrating the membrane surface, stress only occurs at the site of needle penetration. When a solid volume of tissue is sutured, the entire embedded needle body may be deforming the tissue. Advances in MIS, (e.g. the daVinci R system built by Intuitive Surgical based in Sunnyvale California) also grant additional dexterity to the needle driver. The additional degrees of freedom enable the suture plan to be optimized for patient care quality.
There are also earlier studies on planning algorithms for percutaneous needle insertion, such as for biopsy, brachytherapy, etc (e.g. [3] , [5] , [2] ). In percutaneous interventions, long and flexible needles are used to reach targets embedded deep inside the tissue. As such, the methods and algorithms
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The goal of this paper is to create, using the best practices of manual suturing, a path for suturing with a semi-circular needle. Section II lays the groundwork for the needle plan using both the surgeons' best practices and their mathematical analogs. This is followed in section III with a step by step needle trajectory. The needle trajectory has two potential approaches. The two versions are empirically tested in section IV. The results of the two needle drives are analysed in section V. The paper concludes with a discussion of planned future work.
II. BEST PRACTICES OF SUTURING
There are many general rules that surgeons use to complete a suture. A typical list of such rules is below [10] [11] . Manual needle sutures normally result in a picture similar to Fig. 1 .
1. The needle first "bites" the tissue orthogonally. By inserting the needle such that the tip is orthogonal to the tissue surface, tissue surface stress is minimized. 2. The wrench between the tissue and the needle during the suture must be minimized. Minimizing the needle tissue interaction force reduces the internal tissue stress, and consequently reduces additional tissue trauma due to the suture. 3. The re-grippable length of the needle during the suture must be adequate for the needle re-grasp to be completed successfully. Since the needle holder can not be inserted through the tissue, there must be an intermediate point during the suture that the gripper can regrasp the needle on the tip to complete the suture. 4. The final depth of the needle in the tissue is an important component of a successful suture. The actual target depth is determined by many factors, including both the wound being closed and the size of the needle. 5. The needle tip should only touch the tissue at the insertion site. Similarly, the needle gripper should not place unnecessary stress on the tissue. The above list is not exhaustive, but details important components of a quality suture.
Converting the listed suture principles into a list of analytic equations allows for the planning algorithm to be automated and optimized against the suture guidelines.
A. Quantification of the Suturing Guidelines
The principles above can be adapted to equations directly. The bite angle of the needle is measured using the initial needle insertion vector. This unit vector (k) is shown in This is an example image of a suture (adapted from [11] ). Once the needle completes the suture, the suture thread (purple) will close the wound (triangle cut out of the tissue). The distance of the entry point and the exit point from the wound are approximately equal to the depth of the needle (γ). The tip of the needle is the arrow. The base of the needle is marked by a circle. To avoid clutter, the thread will be absent from other needle figures.
2. The local tissue normal vector is y 0 . The inner product between the needle tip k and y 0 approaches −1 as the needle tip penetrates the tissue orthogonally. Since best practices of suturing call for an orthogonal tissue bite, defining a metric b = −k T y 0 is one method of assessing the quality of the needle insertion. After evaluating the initial insertion angle of the needle, the next task is to critique the interaction forces felt by the needle during the suture. Minimizing the forces and torques that act between the needle and the tissue can be posed in multiple ways. The first method is to minimize the maximum forces and torques between the tissue and the needle during the suture. Another technique is to minimize the average forces and torques. Modeling the tissue-needle forces during the planning stage will improve the overall quality of the needle plan. While many different tissue needle force models exist [1] , a fast force and torque model of the suture needle tissue interaction is developed in [6] . This force torque model includes three components. The first one is a friction force that acts tangentially to the needle. The second one is a tissue deformation force that acts normal to the needle. The final force is due to the cutting of the tissue. The cutting force acts exclusively on the needle tip.
In order to regrasp the needle during the suture, there must be a point during the suture such that the exposed needle tip can be gripped. Simultaneously, the gripper holding the needle base must deform the tissue as little as possible. One way of determining this is to calculate the amount of needle exposed during the regrasping stage.
The final depth of the needle in the tissue could be calculated by using the distance between the entrance g and the exit f . The depth of the needle is derived using the following set of equations. Figure 3 illustrates the geometry that is used to derive the equations. The distance between the points f and g is p. The quantity, p, coupled with the needle radius, r, allows the height, h, of the gcf triangle to be calculated as:
The maximum depth of the needle, d = h − r, can then be calculated. The ideal depth of the needle varies based on the application [11] .
The final constraint is that during the initial insertion, the needle base cannot touch the tissue. Likewise during needle extraction, the needle tip should not reinsert into the tissue. Due to the potential complications associated with either of the above cases, any path plan that causes the needle base to touch the tissue or the needle tip to reinsert into the tissue should be readily rejected as a viable candidate.
III. NEEDLE PATH PLANNING ALGORITHM
For the purposes of planning the path, assumptions about both the needle and tissue geometry are made. The tissue volume is locally approximated as a rectangular prism, while the needle is approximated as a semi circle. The needles being used are sold as 1/2 circle needles. The needle path itself can be broken down into 5 distinct components: needle approach, initial needle insertion, needle reorientation, needle regrasp, and finally, needle follow through. The needle approach is where the needle moves into a position that is near
Once the needle has penetrated the tissue, it is now possible to reorient the needle so that the needle will naturally drive to the target exit point. The point f is the location of the exit point. The dashed view of the needle is a sample orientation of needle after completing the alignment. The point c is the point that the needle center starts at. After the needle finishes the alignment, the center of the needle is now at c ′ . The dashed curve from c to c ′ is the curve that the center of the needle will move through. Notice that this curve is a circular arc that is centered on the point g ′ . The scalar, ω 1 , is the angular rate of rotation of the point c about g ′ . The angular velocity ω 2 is the speed of rotation of the body of the needle about the center point c.
the tissue and properly oriented for the needle bite. During the needle bite, the needle penetrates the tissue until the needle has reached a target depth. Once the initial insertion is complete, the needle is pushed forward through the tissue while reorienting. The reorientation is required so that the needle will exit the tissue at the correct point. After finishing the reorientation, the needle completes the suture by moving the tip in the same circle defined by the arc of its body. Either during the needle reorientation or the needle follow through, the needle tip will egress from the tissue. When the needle tip is exposed, the gripper can grasp the tip and complete the suture. Once the regrasp is complete, the needle should only move in an ideal circular path. This minimizes tissue stress for the remainder of the suture. The motion plan is centered about the needle for convenience.
A. Needle Approach
The needle approach is shown in Fig. 2 . The information needed to generate the initial approach pose include the points g and f , the vector k, and the initial insertion distance α. The quantities are all used to define the initial needle position. The intersecting vectors k and f −g uniquely define a plane. The semi-circular needle lies in this plane. The vector k, points along the needle tip. This combined with the plane of the needle completely defines the needle orientation. This orientation can be described as a matrix, R ON ∈ SO(3). The scalar α defines the initial starting distance between the needle tip and the point g. The position and orientation of the needle can be represented using g ON ∈ R
4×4 . The matrix, g ON , represents a homogeneous transformation from the needle frame (N ) to the tissue frame (O) in SE(3). This homogenous transform is uniquely defined by R ON and p ON ∈ R 3×1 . The vector p ON is defined using the initial bite angle α:
B. Needle Bite
Once the needle is in position (Fig. 2) , the suture is started. This is done by moving the needle along the tip vector (k) until it has penetrated the point g to a predetermined depth. This depth (β) comprises one of the inputs to the overall suture plan. The depth determines both the amount of deformation that the tissue may undergo as well as the amount of needle grip in the tissue. If the needle is not inserted deep enough, the tip may only skip along the surface as it reorients. If the needle is too deep, then the needle reorientation may cause too much displacement of the tissue. During the bite, the needle moves with the body velocity,
The body velocity can be scaled. Increasing the speed will decrease the suture time, decreasing the speed will result in a gentler needle insertion.
C. Needle Reorientation
Once the needle has penetrated the tissue, the needle is reoriented so that it will egress at the correct point on the opposite side of the wound. The reoriented center point of the needle is calculated using the available geometric information. The actual needle intersection point can be computed by starting with the actual needle height,
where c is the needle center, and h ′ is distance from the tissue surface to the needle center. The point m is the location of the wound undergoing suture. The point on the tissue surface closest to the current center of the needle, m ′ , is
The orthogonal projection of the needle basis vector y n on the tissue normal y 0 is defined as y ′ n . The point where the needle actually intersects the tissue, g ′ , (g = g ′ due to the curve of the needle) can be computed as
Once the actual needle entrance point, g ′ is found, the target exit point f is used to compute the target needle center location c ′ . The midpoint between g ′ and f is given as p m . The distance p ′ = (f − g ′ ) allows the new target center of the needle, c ′ , to be computed as
Once the target center position of the needle is defined, there are multiple ways to reorient the needle. One such method is to use a "static point". The static point is where the needle does not move in a way that deforms the tissue. This point is the fulcrum that the needle center moves around. Selecting a "static point" that minimizes the overall tissue Since v c is parallel to x n , it is not pointed directly at the target, c ′ .The dashed line representing the needle is one possible position of the needle after reaching the exit, f . Notice that the new needle position no longer passes through the point g ′ . This is due to the fact that the invariant motion of g ′ must be sacrificed to maintain the non holonomic motion constraint.
trauma (e.g minimize the forces and torques) would be the optimal point of rotation. Another method of reorienting the needle is to drive the tip such that it can only go forward along the tangent direction or rotate about the tip point. The goal of the non holonomic constraint is to avoid having the needle tip tear laterally through the tissue during the suture. A feature common to both types of needle reorientation is that the needle tip is always moving forward through the tissue.
1) Needle Reorientation About The Entrance Point:
In this case, the rotation is computed about the site where the needle penetrates the tissue. This is done to avoid stress on the point of needle penetration. Fig. 4 shows the needle as it realigns from the bite position to the follow through pose. During the reorientation, the needle center moves in a circle about the point g ′ with an angular speed of ω 1 . Simultaneously, the needle is rotating about its center c with an angular rate of ω 2 . The needle frame velocity is sum of the two components. The component due to the rotation about the needle entrance, g ′ , is calculated using the transform g ON . The vector p is the vector that points from the point g ′ to the center of the needle (c), as measured in needle coordinates. This vector is then used to create the body velocity component required to spin the needle about its current insertion point.
2) Non-Holonomic Needle Rotation: When driving the needle such that the tip velocity is tangent to the tip, the velocity of the needle center must also be tangent to the Fig. 6a , the needle sweeps out a small area during the reorientation, but there is no area swept at the point where the needle intersects the tissue. In Fig. 6b , tissue stress at the needle tip is minimized, but the needle sweeps out a larger area. It also appears that the needle is deeper inside the tissue for the non holonomic needle motion.
tip vector. The difference between the center of the needle, c, and the new target center, c ′ , (as given by eq. 7) is the position error of the center. The velocity is then computed to be proportional of the alignment between e c and x n . 
The overall equation of motion is then generated as follows:
When moving the needle non holonomically, the rest of the needle has to sweep a large arc to keep the tip moving tangentally. This results in larger needle tissue deformations. This also constraints the velocity of the needle center, c, to be tangent to the circle about the needle tip. This is shown in Fig. 5 . A stop motion time lapse comparison between the two proposed motion styles is shown in Fig. 6a and 6b . The holonomic motion plan does appear to have some tearing due to the needle tip moving sideways. The non holonomic motion plan appears to sweep out a much larger area, but does not appear to cause tissue tearing at the needle tip. Directly modeling these effects on the tissue is outside of the scope of this paper.
D. Needle Regrasping
Once the needle completes the reorientation, it begins the needle follow through. Once the needle tip penetrates The needle bite target k
The needle bite direction f
The needle exit point α
The initial approach distance β
The initial needle bite depth ω 1 The angular speed of reorienting the needle ω 2 The angular speed of driving the needle the tissue, even if it is before reorientation is complete, the needle is regrasped and extracted to prevent excessive distortion of both the entrance and egress point of the needle. During the regrasp, the gripper can be oriented to optimize its dexterity for future steps. After regrasping, no further reorientation is attempted because the needle tip is already poking out of the tissue. Any attempt to reorient at this point will only serve to stress the tissue further. In order for the regrasp to be reliable, it will be important to incorporate visual servoing to assist the robot in regrasping the needle [4] .
E. Needle Follow Through
Once the needle has been aligned or regrapsed, the needle will be moved while minimize its tissue deformation. This is accomplished by imposing the following body velocity on the needle
By moving the needle along its own arc, further tissue distortion is minimized.
F. Needle Path Input List
The primary inputs required to generate the needle path plan are listed in Table I . The first four inputs are used for the needle approach and set up. The final three parameters are used for the needle drive itself. The parameters ω 1 and ω 2 are used in both holonomic and non holonomic needle drives.
IV. EMPIRICAL PATH EVALUATION
In this section, experimental validation of the proposed method for generating the needle path is presented. Since there are two potential methods of generating the needle path, it is important to understand the practical differences between them during actual needle sutures. To compare the two flavors of the needle drive, a suture needle was driven through a test sample of a tissue phantom. The robot driving the needle is a novel laparoscopic gripper [7] with an embedded force sensor attached to a ABB IRB140 industrial robot arm. The novel arm provides the ability to regrasp the needle while the ABB robot completes all of the motion. The needle is a CT-1 needle manufactured by Ethicon Inc. The needle is a 1/2 circle taper point which has a measured radius of about 12.7 mm. The phantom tissue is manufactured by Simulab Corp. as a surgical training aid. The particular model in the experiment is a SCS-10 subcuticular tissue simulator. The advantage to using the tissue phantom is that it is homogenous and should produce repeatable results as previously shown in [6] . The purpose of using a homogenous tissue phantom is to ensure that driving the needle through the tissue in new, unpunctured, locations will produce results that depend on the type of needle drive and not the location of the needle drive. An embedded ATI nano17 force torque sensor is used to measure the wrench sensed by the gripper. The readings were sampled using a desktop computer running xPC target (designed by Mathworks R Inc.) at a 2 KHz sampling frequency. During post processing, the data was filtered using a butterworth bandpass filter (100 Hz and 5th order). This helped to remove any noise associated with the sensor.
The needle drive is performed open loop with no sensors, visual or otherwise, that helped to guide the grasper to the needle. Since the drive was open loop, minor tweaks (i.e. moving the robot regrasping point) to the needle drive had to be made to ensure that the regrasp step was successful.
A. Needle Drive Results
The holonomic needle drive is shown as a stop motion sequence in Fig. 7 . The gripper successfully drives and extracts the needle. Once this process is done. The gripper is then ready to begin tying the suture knot. During the needle insertion, shown in Fig. 7 , it appears that the body of the gripper would interfere with the tissue during the suture. This is due to the presence of the ATI F/T sensor and will not be an issue with an actual robotic surgical system, such as the daVinci R or the Raven system [8] . Due to the size of the tissue and the placement of the gripper, only the gripper tip touched the tissue during the experiment. The non holonomic needle drive is shown as a stop motion sequence in Fig. 8 . The results are visually similar to the holonomic needle drive, however, it appears that the needle is much deeper inside the tissue after the non holonomic needle drive as opposed to the holonomic drive. This is most apparent in Fig. 7 :6 and 8:6. Since the optimal tissue depth of the needle is approximately the needle radius, the non holonomic needle drive reaches a more appropriate tissue depth.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A plot of the force magnitudes sensed by the needle for both holonomic and non holonomic drives are shown in Fig.  9a and 9b respectively. Due to space limitations in the paper, the resulting torque magnitudes are not shown, but they have a similar shape. No attempt was made to remove the weight of the gripper and needle in the recorded plots. Each plot is broken up into distinct sections. Each section corresponds to a stage of the needle drive. The stages include, driving the needle, regrasping the needle, and finally extracting the needle. While both sets of results have a similar overall shape, the peak forces are smaller for the non holonomic needle drive at the point right before the regrasp process starts. As shown in both Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 , right before the regrasp, the gripper tip touches the tissue. While it is true that the contact will increase needle tissue forces, surgeons will often use forceps to manipulate the tissue during a suture. For that reason, the gripper contact is considered to be part of the needle drive, any forces due to such contact are therefore important components of the forces being measured. After the regrasp is completed, the non holonomic needle drive experiences a larger overall force. This is likely due to the open loop regrasp. Since the regrasp is open loop, there are small errors in the needle regrasp because of uncertainties in the needle position estimate. As a result extra forces due to positioning errors may be present.
The forces and torques of the two methods are compared using both the maximum and the mean values in Table II . The non holonomic drive (drive B) is better than the holonomic drive (drive A) in three of the four categories.
Based on the available surgical guides [11] , the non holonomic needle drive appears to be better. The overall force is reduced and the needle is deeper in the tissue sample. To verify that the non holonomic drive is better, the experiment should be repeated, and the effects caused by gripper tissue contact should be investigated.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The open loop needle drive experiments gave many insights into the forces and torques generated during a suture. This completes a preliminary but important step towards automated suture needle driving. In order to improve upon the current capabilities of MIS, the suture must be performed autonomously at a speed that is faster than what surgeons are able to do [12] . This can be accomplished by completing a preplanned motion with visual servoing so that during the needle regrasp, the gripper can quickly and precisely grab the needle to complete the suture. During procedures, sensor feedback (both visual and tactile) will be used to interrupt, or tweak the suturing operation if a complication arises.
The suturing technique analyzed in this study is the, simple interrupted suture. Analysis of variations of the simple interrupted suture (e.g., tissue eversion) or other suturing techniques (e.g., matress suture, continuous suture, etc. [11] ) is outside the scope of this study, and will be the subject of future studies. 
